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Binary amorphous alloy system Mn100 x Cex has been fabri ated by
a d -sputtering deposition with various Ce ompositions ranging from
x = 20 to 80. Temperature dependen e of ele tri al resistivity for Ceri h side of amorphous Mn100 x Cex alloy, espe ially in Mn21 Ce79 , exhibits
a large initial in rease with T 2 -like behavior at low temperature side up to
about 7 K followed by a quite rapid logarithmi -like de rease with the inrease of temperature. In ontrast, amorphous Mn75 Ce25 alloy shows only
monotoni de rease in the resistivity with in reasing temperature. These
results reveal a lear eviden e of a dense Kondo behavior for Ce ri h side.
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 72.15.Eb

1. Introdu tion

In re ent several de ades many ex iting phenomena have been found
for the dense Kondo materials in luding mainly Ce or Yb and U as one of
elements. The 4f ele trons of Ce ion or 5f ele trons of U ion have a ex hange
intera tion with the ondu tion ele trons (s, p or d) through the Kondo ee t
and behave as a itinerantly at low temperature. The hara teristi feature
of the dense Kondo system appears in large values of linear spe i heat
oe ient ( ), Pauli paramagneti sus eptibility () and T square oe ient
(A) of ele tri al resistivity.
Amorphous MnCe (a-MnCe) alloy is regarded as one of the andidates
belonging to the dense Kondo materials be ause of having large amount of Ce
atoms. From our early study of a-MnRE alloys, where RE shows La, Y or
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S , these amorphous alloys have been found to show the spin glass hara teristi s at low temperature. The nature of spin glass hara teristi s of a-MnY
has been investigated theoreti ally by Kakehashi and Yu(KY) [1℄ on the basis of the itinerant ele tron model. Our result of a-MnY alloy [2℄ shows that
the spinglass ordering temperature Tg depends on linearly against the Mn
on entration, suggesting that Y element might not inuen e the spin system. This is reasonable be ause Y has no f -ele trons and, therefore, no lo al
moments. In ontrast, Ce ion of a-MnCe has at most one f -ele tron. At the
high temperature region f -ele trons have a lo alized spins and may intera t ea h other through the RKKY intera tion. But in the low temperature
region f -ele trons are possible to intera t to ondu tion ele trons through
the Kondo ee t. As a result, the spin system of itinerant d-ele trons is
probably disturbed.
In the present study we have investigated magneti and ele tri al properties in order to he k for the possibility of the dense Kondo behavior in
a-MnCe system by means of the ele tri al resistan e and magneti sus eptibility measurements.
2. Experimental

Amorphous Mn100 x Cex alloys (nominally x = 20, 50, 80) were prepared
by a d high rate sputtering onto water ooled Cu substrate. The amorphus
stru ture of sputtered samples was onrmed by an X ray dira tion analysis. The hemi ally analyzed omposition is written, for instan e Mn75 Ce25 ,
hereafter. Temperature dependen e of the magnetization has been measured
by a SQUID magnetometer. The ele tri al resistan e has been measured by
a 4 terminal method from about 2 K to 280 K.
3. Results and dis ussion

The magneti sus eptibility of present a-MnCe alloys shows steep inrease with de reasing temperature at experimentally rea hed lowest temperature limit (about 1.8 K) and thus shows no ordering ex ept for the small
kink at low temperature side for x = 25 and 50. Usually in Ce based ompounds su h as CeLaAl [3℄ exhibiting the dense Kondo behavior, the magneti sus eptibility at low temperature region exhibits Pauli paramagnetism
resulting in losing the lo alized moment of Ce atoms. In a-Mn21 Ce79 the
magneti sus eptibility behaves as  1/(T
) like a CurieWeiss law
down to 1.8 K. This means that the alloy still has individual lo al moment
and the lo al moment does not order down to low temperature limit. A ording to KY, Mn's d-ele tron in a-MnY alloy behaves itinerantly. Average
lo al moments distribute around 0, but Mn spins take an antiferromagneti
oupling. This negative magneti oupling auses the frustration in the spin
system due to the latti e disorder. As a result spin system freezes randomly
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at low temperature. Dierent from a-MnY, Mn spins or even the Ce spins
espe ially in a-Mn21 Ce79 might not order down to about 1.8 K. This is probably due to the itinerant behavior of Ce 4f -ele trons whi h prevent the Mn
spins from ordering.
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Temperature dependen e of ele tri

resistivity of a-Mn(100 x )Cex alloys
25, 50 and 79) and a-Mn(100 x )Yx alloys (x = 24, 52 and 82).

The ele tri al resistivity of a-MnCe are shown in Fig. 1 and that of
a-MnY are also shown for omparison. The most striking result is a large
in rease of resistivity below about 40 K in a-Mn21 Ce79 with de reasing temperature. Usually amorphous material has a large residual resistivity 0
(more than 100 m), mainly due to the random onguration of atoms,
and the temperature dependen e of resistivity is small with at most 20%
hange. Referred to as Mooij's empiri al law [4℄, when a residual resistivity
ex eeds about 200 m, the temperature oe ient of resistivity (TCR)
be omes negative. All the urves in a-MnY alloy have negative temperature oe ient for all temperature range (2 to 280 K) probably due to
the large residual resistivity. 0 of a-Mn21 Ce79 is about 230 m. The
resistivitytemperature urve also has a negative TCR as a whole but it
shows very steep hange below about 40 K. It is rather anomalous.  log T
plot of a-Mn21 Ce79 is shown in Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 2, in the temperature
range T 15 to 30 K the logarithmi dependen e ( log T ) appears learly.
Sometimes amorphous alloys show  log T dependen e. But present steep
logarithmi in rease of resistivity with de reasing temperature is onsidered
to be the eviden e of the Kondo ee t. a-Mn75 Ce25 and a-Mn50 Ce50 do
not show su h a behavior. Moreover, the  T of a-Mn21 Ce79 saturate
at around T  8 K and then de rease with de reasing temperature. For
very low temperature region, it is onsidered that  T obeys T 2 dependen e. In order to determine this behavior a urately, we must erase the
other ontribution from the net ele tri al resistivity and pi k up the mag-
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neti ontribution only. mag is onne ted to the oe ient A as mag = 0
+ AT 2 . This term is written as mag = net phonon ele tron amorphous .
Roughly we an put that amorphous is temperature independent (so we negle t this term, hereafter), and phonon+ele tron (Mn21 Ce79 )  phonon+ele tron
(Mn18 Y82 )  net (Mn18 Y82 ). The dieren e in 0 between a-Mn21 Ce79 and
a-Mn18 Y82 is onsidered to be attributed to the dieren e in amorphous .
Thus we al ulate the magneti term of a-Mn21 Ce79 as mag (Mn21 Ce79 ) =
net (Mn21 Ce79 ) net (Mn18 Y82). The result is shown in Fig. 3 as a fun tion of T 2 . In this gure, the large negative extrapolated value at zero
temperature is attributed to the dieren e in amorphous . At very low temperature region mag is roughly linear against T 2 . The oe ient A is thus
estimated to be A = 0:75 mK 2 . Using value referred below we an
al ulate A/ 2 as 1:1  10 5  mK 2 /(mJK 2 mol 1 )2 . This value is quite
reasonable ompared to other dense Kondo alloys.
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The dense Kondo-like behavior is also supported by the large value of
the spe i heat [5℄ as (Mn21 Ce79 )  260 mJ/molK2 . Usually amorphous
alloy has value at most 20 mJ/molK2 and even in amorphous spinglass alloy it has at most several de ades. So the large value in a-Mn21 Ce79 is rather
anomalous and we must take the dense Kondo behavior into onsideration
in order to better understanding this large value.
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